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Executive Summary 

What are the potential synergies between City-funded Housing Connections and the 
health-funded Co-ordinated Access for Supportive Housing (CASH)? Are there 
opportunities to better help the many homeless or at-risk people who have a mental 
health or substance use issue? 

This report summarizes the results of research funded by the City of Toronto’s 
Homelessness Partnership Strategy to learn more about Toronto’s two access 
systems. The project has four elements: 

 “system maps” illustrating the access points to Toronto’s subsidized housing, 
and what happens to applications once they enter the Housing Connections 
and CASH systems 

 an analysis of waiting list data provided by Housing Connections, CASH and 
ACCESS1 

 a brief survey of support/referral approaches 

 a brief survey of 5 Canadian cities and key informants in the US and UK to 
spark new ideas for Toronto’s access system. 

We hope this report will stimulate a lively dialogue between both the housing and 
health sectors, and help Toronto work towards a truly coordinated access system.  

The MANY paths to subsidized housing 

Although this project was entitled “Bridging Two Access Systems,” there are many 
access points to Toronto’s subsidized housing. These access points are determined – 
not chiefly by the nature of the housing or the people who live there – but by when 
the housing was developed and who funds it. Access points include Housing 
Connections, CASH, the City’s Shelter, Support & Housing Division, agencies and 
support providers.  Alternative, federally-funded and market rent social housing can 
be accessed directly without going through a co-ordinated access system. 

The “system maps” proved difficult to compile. They did, however, highlight the size 
differential between the two systems (the City’s housing access system has more 
than 20 times the number of units CASH has at its disposal); and the limitations of a 
static map in a changing environment.  

They also highlighted the many similarities between Housing Connections and 
CASH. Both 1) require a substantial written application; 2) screen applications for 
completeness and eligibility; 3) are chronological waiting lists with priority given to 
some applicants; 4) offer some opportunity for applicants to state housing 
preferences; 5) have a “three refusals” limit. However there are some significant 
cultural differences that must be considered in any health/housing access 
collaboration.   
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How Housing Connections and CASH intersect now 

Our analysis of the Housing Connections’ active waiting list and the CASH and 
ACCESS1 lists as of November 30, 2013 helped us understand the relationship 
between the lists, and compare some of the characteristics of each list. Our findings: 

 1990 households were on both the CASH and Housing Connections list, 
representing 27.8% of CASH’s total waiting list. By way of comparison, 1.5% 
of CASH’s list overlaps with ACCESS1’s list.  

 81 people are on both the Housing Connections and ACCESS1 lists: i.e. 
waiting for mental health supports and rent-geared to income housing.  

 Another 1000 people have been on both Housing Connections and CASH lists 
at some point. 

 Housing Connections has the largest number of homeless applicants. 4,475 
homeless households were on the Housing Connections list, and 1,666 
homeless households were on the CASH list. 36 homeless households were 
on the ACCESS1 list. 

 The CASH list has the greatest proportion of homeless applicants. 23.2% of 
CASH’s list is homeless, 8.7% of ACCESS1’s list is homeless, and 3.2% of 
Housing Connection’s list is homeless.  

 Most homeless people do not apply to more than one waiting list. 537 
homeless applicants were on both the Housing Connections and CASH lists; 
21 homeless applicants were on both the CASH and ACCESS1 lists; 14 were 
on both the Housing Connections and ACCESS1 lists. 

 Some subsidized – but few TCHC – residents are on either the CASH or 
ACCESS1 lists. Most subsidized tenants on the CASH list live in supportive 
housing, and particularly in shared accommodation. 

 Applicants are using CASH to find more independent living. 38.1% of the 
CASH list are receiving some form of institutional care, or appear to be 
seeking more independent living.  

 Many agencies refer clients to CASH. CASH records list 340 referring 
organizations. The majority of referrals come from the health sector; fewer 
than 10% come from City-funded housing organizations. Housing Help 
Centres and shelters only rarely referred clients to CASH. 

Each access system also provided some demographic information about the people 
on each list, about wait times and about who was housed.  
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Support/referral arrangements 

Support/referral arrangements were not a major focus of this project. However, 
they are part of the access system relevant to homeless or vulnerable people. 

Interviews with key informants in four organizations identified four types of 
arrangements: 1) internal referrals, 2) preferred access with private landlords, 3) 
support/referral agreements with subsidized housing, 4) head leases.  

The chief benefits cited by both landlords and support agencies were: 1) housing 
people with the greatest needs, 2) continuous and integrated support, 3) creating a 
healthy tenant mix, 4) greater responsiveness, 5) the ability to target resources to 
an immediate need.  

However, these arrangements also raised a number of issues: 1) the focus on “our 
people” over everyone else, 2) transparency and public accountability, 3) the quality 
of supports offered, and 4) the relationship of these arrangements to Housing 
Connections and CASH.  

Ideas from other jurisdictions 

To expand our ideas about what might be possible, we turned to a sample of other 
jurisdictions to learn how they managed access to social and supportive housing.  
Here are some of the approaches that could stimulate discussion about Toronto’s 
access system: 

 From Ottawa, a single municipally-funded system that provides access to 
both social and supportive housing 

 From BC, a province-wide access system for social housing, rent 
supplements and supportive housing 

 Creating a local priority for “graduates” of supportive housing (Ottawa, BC) 

 Using “bands of need” to prioritize applicants (BC) 

 Filling vacancies through agency roundtables (Calgary) 

 Allocating subsidies to households on the waiting list who wish to stay in 
their own unit, or find their own unit in the private market (Peel) 

 Using an acuity scale to assess applicants (Calgary) 

 Creating a “Super Locator” to access private rental units and reduce 
competition and duplication among agencies (Calgary) 
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Just a beginning  

During our work on this project we saw first-hand the value of a common 
understanding of Toronto’s multiple paths to housing – an essential pre-condition to 
any efforts to improve it.  

We look forward to further discussion, led by the Shelter, Support and Housing 
Administration Division and Toronto Central LHIN  to build on the work we have 
done.  
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Introduction 

In March 2013, Toronto’s Shelter, Support and Housing Administration brought 
forward a proposal to City Council to evaluate options for an improved and more 
integrated social housing access system.  

At the same time, Co-ordinated Access to Supportive Housing (CASH), the central 
access point for LHIN-funded supportive housing, was integrating its own waiting 
lists with ACCESS1, a central access point for mental health case management and 
ACT services.  

How can we seize this moment – when both the City and CASH are seeking a more 
integrated access system – to look at the potential synergies between the City- and 
health-funded systems? How can we enable applicants to choose the housing 
options that will best meet their needs, and that lead to a stable home with the right 
supports to keep that home? Are there opportunities to better help the many 
homeless or at-risk people who have a mental health or substance use issue? 

These are the very types of questions the Mental Health and Addictions Housing 
Collaborative of Toronto was formed to answer. The Collaborative was formed in 
2012 to improve co-ordination and collaboration across all social and supportive 
housing – however it is funded – to benefit people with mental illness or 
problematic substance use. The group includes senior staff from Housing 
Connections, CASH, the Toronto Central Local Health Integration Network (TC-
LHIN), Toronto Community Housing, Streets to Homes and representatives from 
supportive and alternative housing providers.  

Houselink Community Homes, a founding member of the Collaborative, submitted 
an application under the City of Toronto’s Homelessness Partnership Strategy for a 
research project to learn more about Toronto’s two access systems. The aim was not 
to answer all the questions facing Toronto’s access systems – that is a much larger 
undertaking – but to begin to build a foundation of facts and ideas that could inform 
further discussion.  

This report summarizes the results of this research. We hope that it will stimulate a 
lively dialogue between both the housing and health sectors, and help Toronto work 
towards a truly coordinated access system.  
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Project objectives 

This seven-month research project was originally designed to: 

 determine commonalities between Housing Connections’ and the Co-
ordinated Access to Supportive Housing’s waiting lists to identify potential 
for co-ordination 

 identify commonalities between Housing Connections’ and ACCESS1’s 
waiting lists to determine ways these systems might work together to 
support long-term tenancy success 

 learn from other jurisdictions’ efforts to co-ordinate access to social housing, 
supportive housing and support services 

 obtain feedback on our findings from access system stakeholders 

 recommend ways CASH and Housing Connections could work together to 
create more informed choice for applicants 

 recommend ways for referral/support agreements to be recognized and 
integrated more effectively into both systems.  

This report provides a stepping stone towards these objectives, but does not meet 
them in full. To our disappointment, we were unable to secure data from the 
CASH/ACCESS1 waiting lists until February 2014, six months after our initial 
request. This late start gave us enough time for a rapid analysis of the data. 
However, the delay did not leave enough time before our March 31st funding 
deadline for the robust stakeholder consultations that would have allowed us to 
make confident recommendations.  

The good news is that we created a foundation for further dialogue among Toronto’s 
Shelter, Support and Housing Administration Division, the Toronto Central LHIN, 
three co-ordinated access systems, over 300 referring organizations, and the over 
300 landlords and 149,481 individuals now relying on a co-ordinated access system 
to find a home. 

We now have reliable data showing the overlap between HC, CASH and ACCESS1 –
something that no-one else has thought to collect before. We also have experiences 
gleaned from 11 key informant interviews to stimulate ideas and discussion. 

We look forward to joining with the City and our colleagues to answer the questions 
posed in this report.  
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Approach 

The project has four elements: 

1) A “system map” illustrating the access points to Toronto’s subsidized 
housing, and what happens to applications once they enter the Housing 
Connections and CASH system. This map was not part of the original 
workplan. It was requested when Collaborative members realized that, as 
knowledgeable as each of them was about their own part of the system, none 
had an overview of the entire access system. The map seemed to be an 
essential platform for any further discussion.  
 
The map was developed through interviews with Housing Connections, CASH 
and Shelter, Support and Housing Administration staff.   
 

2) A data analysis of the Housing Connections, CASH and ACCESS1 waiting 
lists.  The Collaborative identified 21 research questions that might be 
answered with information known to be collected through the Housing 
Connections, CASH and ACCESS1 application forms. The team then obtained 
Community Research Ethics Board approval for the project. The data was 
provided by access system staff, and analyzed by an experienced health 
consultant who ensured the approach met the highest standards of 
confidentiality.  
 

3) A brief survey of other jurisdictions to spark new ideas for Toronto’s 
access system. Semi-structured phone interviews were conducted with key 
informants familiar with the access systems in Ottawa, Peel, Winnipeg, 
Calgary and British Columbia, as well as individuals with an overview of 
access systems in the UK and US. 
 

4) A brief survey of support/referral approaches, based on key informant 
interviews with Toronto landlords and agencies known to have varied 
experience with support/referral agreements.  

The findings from our research were presented at an expanded meeting of the 
Collaborative on March 10th, 2014.  Participants included staff from SSHAD, the 
Toronto Central LHIN, Housing Connections, CASH, supportive and alternative 
housing providers, and housing help centres.  

Project team 

Brian Davis, Houselink’s Executive Director, oversaw this project and co-ordinated 
stakeholder consultations.  

Joy Connelly, a consultant with over 30 years’ experience in social and supportive 
housing, conducted key informant interviews, presented the findings at the 
“expanded collaborative” meeting and wrote this report.  
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Alan Ruth, a consultant with over 30 years’ experience in the analysis and 
application of data to evidence-based decision-making in the health and social 
service sectors, prepared our date submission to the Community Research Ethics 
Board, liaised with Housing Connections, CASH and ACCESS1 to obtain and analyze 
their data, and produced all the data findings. 
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The MANY paths to subsidized housing  

This project was entitled “Bridging Two Access Systems.” In fact, there are many 
access points to Toronto’s subsidized housing. These access points are determined – 
not chiefly by the nature of the housing or the people who live there – but by when 
the housing was developed and who funds it.  

 

Figure 1: Summary – Access to Subsidized Housing in Toronto 

These access points include:  

 Housing Connections, established in 1997 to provide one-window access to 
housing devolved to municipal administration, including:   

o Toronto Community Housing’s approximately 58,500 rent-geared-to-
income units 

o  32,248 City-funded rent-geared-to-income units in co-op and private 
non-profit housing developed chiefly between 1986 and 1995 

o Approximately 3,000 rent supplement units in privately owned 
buildings.  
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At December 2013, there were 77,109 households actively waiting for 
approximately 94,000 units.1 The average wait time was estimated to be 4.6 
years.2 

 The Co-ordinated Access to Supportive Housing system (CASH), founded in 
the fall of 2009 through the collaboration of 29 supportive housing providers 
funded by the Ministry of Health and Toronto Central LHIN.  CASH is the path 
to subsidized units in all LHIN-funded supportive housing, including special 
initiatives such as the Mental Health and Justice and the Addictions 
Supportive Housing Program.  

 The City of Toronto’s Shelter, Support and Housing Division is the path to 
approximately 3,300 units in the Toronto Transitional Housing Allowance 
Program. These short-term housing allowances are allocated to low-income 
seniors and homeless people identified through the City’s own social 
assistance, hostel and Streets to Homes programs.   

 Agency partnerships can also be a path to subsidized housing, from 
support/referral arrangements discussed later in this report, to hospital-led 
partnerships 

 Finally, some social housing is accessed directly, without the intermediary of 
a co-ordinated access system. This housing includes: 

o Alternative housing funded by the City but serving people with many 
of the same characteristics as supportive housing  

o Federally-funded non-profit and co-op housing, most of it developed 
before 1986 

o New housing funded through the more recent Affordable Housing 
Program, including rental units developed at 80% of market and 
home ownership units 

o Market rent units in any social housing development regardless of 
funder. 

Some simple observations 

Preparing this map led to some simple observations.  

First, this system map was difficult to compile. Even access system staff were not 
sure of the exact number of units they were responsible for filling. The numbers 
presented were culled from multiple sources, and despite best efforts to confirm 
them must be considered provisional.  
                                                        
1 Housing Connections, Annual Statistical Report, 2013.  
2 Shelter, Support and Housing Administration Division, Presentation, February 2014. Note this wait 
is for households on Housing Connections’ chronological waiting list. The wait for priority groups is 
shorter.  
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Second, the City’s housing access system is much larger than the LHIN-funded 
system. Housing Connections has 20 times the number of units as CASH at its 
disposal. Even the City’s much smaller Toronto Transitional Housing Allowance 
Program, with no formal access system, is 2/3 the size of the entire portfolio 
accessible to CASH.  

Third, much of Toronto’s publicly subsidized housing stock is not accessed through 
either Housing Connections or CASH. A small number of these may be filled through 
support/referral arrangements or partnerships that do not pass through Housing 
Connections or CASH.  A much larger number of units are owned and managed by 
housing providers not required to use a co-ordinated access system.  To our 
knowledge, the vast majority of these housing providers have not asked to join a co-
ordinated access system, and prefer to maintain their own lists.  

The places off the map   

Although this map attempts to create a comprehensive map of the path to Toronto’s 
subsidized housing, it is in fact only a partial picture. It does not include much of the 
publicly funded housing that is rarely considered part of the social housing sector: 
long-term care facilities, homes for the aged, housing for people with developmental 
disabilities, for ex-offenders, for children in care, and so on.  

Nor does it include the rooming houses, basements, or cheap apartments where 
most homeless and low-income people actually find a home.  Any access options 
must remember that subsidized housing represents less than 20% of Toronto’s 
rental stock.  

Designing a system for the future 

This map captures the access system in 2014, but it could be obsolete in 2024. An 
environmental scan was beyond the scope of this project. However, there are 
several possibilities that any review of access systems must take into account:  

 A shift from a funder-centric to applicant-centric system. Today, the 
social housing sector is divided by historic funding programs. Those that are 
funded municipally are required to participate in a co-ordinated access 
system. Those that were funded federally maintain their own waiting lists, as 
do providers that were once funded by support Ministries (Ministries of 
Community and Social Services and Health and Long-Term Care) but are now 
funded municipally.  

By 2024, when most social housing providers will have repaid their 
government-subsidized mortgages, these distinctions may become 
unimportant. Providers funded by the City will still be regulated by the 
Housing Services Act, but that Act is silent on whether they will be required to 
participate in a co-ordinated access system.   

On the other hand, many non-profits and co-ops once funded by the federal 
government will lose their rent-geared-to-income subsidies altogether. They 
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may be clamouring for rent supplements when their operating agreements 
expire.  

The City, which must maintain service level standards for the number of 
units subsidized, may find itself with new flexibility to provide subsidies to 
people on their list, regardless of where they want to live. Subsidies might 
also be shifted among providers to increase or preserve the income mix in 
specific buildings.  

 Support/referral arrangements may become increasingly attractive to 
City-funded social housing. In particular, Toronto Community Housing may 
be seeking stronger, more accountable, support/referral arrangements to 
ensure their estimated 8900 tenants with mental health issues receive 
sustained support.3 

 Health/housing partnerships may become increasingly important, 
exemplified by such initiatives as the TC-LHIN’s $700,000 commitment to 
support partnerships with Toronto Community Housing, and the 1011 
Lansdowne partnership between the Centre for Addiction and Mental Health, 
University Health Network and a private landlord, with renovations funded 
through the City’s Affordable Housing Office.4 

 New affordable housing spending may focus on rent supplements or 
housing allowances in light of the continued high cost of new development,, 
the increasing popularity of  public/private partnerships, and the promotion 
of  the Housing First model.  

 All levels of government may increasingly target programs to assist 
those people seen as most costly to “the system.” In the housing sector, they 
are the homeless, exemplified by the “Million Dollar Murray” story that 
shifted government attention from managing homelessness to ending it.  

In the health sector, they are the “1% and the 5%:” the 1% of the population 
responsible for 30% of health spending and the 5% of the population most at 
risk of becoming the “1%.” The Toronto Central LHIN has already created a 
fast-track access system for Alternative Level of Care (ALC) units to 
accommodate people leaving hospital in high-support housing.  

                                                        
3 Joy Connelly and Adair Roberts, Toronto Community Housing’s Mental Health Framework, 
November, 2009. http://www.torontohousing.ca/webfm_send/6515/1 
4 Jessica McDiarmid, “’Odd bedfellows’ make nice homes in onetime ‘Crack Tower,’” Toronto Star, 
December 16, 2012. 
http://www.thestar.com/news/gta/2012/12/16/odd_bedfellows_make_nice_homes_at_onetime_cra
ck_tower.html 

 

http://www.torontohousing.ca/webfm_send/6515/
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The path through the access systems 

As part of this project, we interviewed Housing Connections and CASH staff to better 
understand the path within the access system, from application to housing.  

Figure 2 shows the paths they described.  

Both access systems use a similar approach 

Both CASH and Housing Connections have adopted a similar approach to receiving 
and processing applications and managing their waiting lists. 

 Both require a fairly substantial written application.  

 Both then screen applications for completeness and eligibility, including 
income and citizenship status. 

 Both are chronological waiting lists with variations that give priority to some 
applicants.  

 Both offer some opportunity for applicants to state their preferences for 
certain providers or locations.  

 In both systems, applicants turning down more than three unit offers lose 
their place on the list. Applicants are removed from the list once they are 
housed. (The exception: applicants who choose shared units on the CASH list 
can stay on the list for a self-contained unit. 

A greater complexity 

If Housing Connections might be seen as “the big system,” CASH might be seen as 
“the complex system.” In fact, Figure 2 is a simplified version and does not reflect 
many small but important arrangements with individual providers or programs.  

In part, the complexity reflects the multiple funding programs administered by 
CASH, including the Mental Health (MH), Supportive Housing for People with 
Problematic Substance Use (SHIPSU) and Mental Health and Justice Supportive 
Housing (MHJI) Programs, each with its own eligibility requirements. In part, it is 
the added complexity of simultaneously screening for housing needs (location, unit 
size, accessibility, etc.) and support needs (high, medium or low support). But it is 
also the complexity that comes from trying to recognize the distinctive mandates of 
the 29 housing providers who comprise the CASH portfolio (see below). 
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Figure 2: Pathways to Housing via Housing Connections and CASH
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Different histories and cultures 

Although the City- and LHIN-funded access systems have much in common, our 
observations during this project identified some important differences that must be 
considered in any health/housing access collaboration.5  

 Stability vs flow. Security of tenure, entrenched in the Residential Tenancies 
Act, is a core concept for all social housing. Housing stability is the 
cornerstone of Ontario’s social housing policy, and the leading objective of 
the City of Toronto’s 2014-2019 Housing Stability Service Planning 
Framework.  

Most supportive housing developed before 2000 was also intended to be 
permanent housing. However, in recent years the drive to match people to 
the right level of service, and in particular to move long-term hospital 
residents into more independent (and affordable) housing, has led the 
Toronto Central LHIN to promote flow through supportive housing to even 
more independent forms of housing.  

 Generic vs specialized mandates. For the vast majority of social landlords 
and applicants served by Housing Connections, “housing is housing.” 
Although a handful of providers have specialized mandates, and co-ops have 
a distinctive governance structure, it is the physical features of a unit – 
location, size, quality – that are most important to applicants. Therefore 
Housing Connections’ 6-page application form focuses solely on the 
information needed to maintain contact, determine eligibility and priority, 
and identify housing needs and preferences.  

Supportive housing providers, on the other hand, have distinctive mandates, 
and many have specific eligibility requirements. These requirements have led 
to CASH’s 14-page application form, including all the information in the 
Housing Connections form, plus: physical, mental health and addictions’ 
diagnoses, histories and current challenges; past and current legal 
involvement with the justice system; current agency support; desired 
supports; contact information for the family doctor, psychiatrist, support 
agencies, and the three most recent landlords.  

 New vs established.  CASH was developed through the intense and active 
efforts of the 29 members of the Toronto Mental Health & Addictions 
Supportive Housing Network. Many members have been meeting regularly 
since 2000 to create the system that “went public” in 2009. CASH’s 
amalgamation with ACCESS1 was only recently completed in October 2013.  

                                                        
5 For a more full discussion of the distinctions between housing and LHIN cultures, see the Ontario 
Non-Profit Housing Association’s FocusON: LHINs and the Housing System, 2013.  
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We observe that, for those supporting and overseeing CASH and ACCESS1, 
the system still feels new. The system has only recently opened its own office 
and received core funding. Policies, procedures and governance structures 
are still evolving, and further integration with addictions services are under 
discussion. For some, reaching this point feels like a hard-won victory, with 
many initiatives still in play.  

Housing Connections was also created through the active participation of 
Toronto’s social housing providers and tenant advocates. However, in the 16 
years since the system was launched, Housing Connections has established 
protocols, staff and networks. Many people we talked to were ready for 
change, and were eager to look at fresh ways to do business.  

 Legislated vs independent. Housing Connections was developed within the 
framework set by the Social Housing Reform Act and continues to operate 
under the Housing Services Act. Although the new Act offers increased 
flexibility for the City, it nonetheless prescribes certain priorities and 
policies.  

The accountability framework for supportive housing provivders is set out in 
Multi-Sector Service Accountability Agreements with the Toronto Central 
LHIN. However, there is no provincial legislation governing how CASH 
operates. That means CASH has greater flexibility than Housing Connections, 
but it is also required to develop its own framework and rules.  

 Centralized vs diffuse governance.  Housing Connections is a subsidiary of 
Toronto Community Housing.  Its five-member board is comprised of three 
TCHC Board members, their CEO and COO, all accountable to the TCHC 
Board, who is in turn accountable to the City of Toronto. There are no other 
stakeholders involved in the system’s governance.  

At CASH/ACCESS1, governance is lodged with two lead agencies: LOFT and 
Toronto North Support Services. However, stakeholders continue to be 
actively involved through an Integrated Access Steering Committee. This 
advisory committee includes representation from supportive housing 
providers, referring agencies, consumers, hospitals and the City of Toronto.  
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How Housing Connections and CASH intersect now 

One of the project’s fundamental research questions was, “What is the overlap 
between Housing Connections and CASH?” Is there a high degree of overlap, making 
CASH effectively a sub-list of Housing Connections? Or are CASH and Housing 
Connections two distinct systems with no overlap among their clients.  

Our analysis of Housing Connections’ active waiting list and the CASH and ACCESS1 
lists paints a more complex picture. 

The overlap among lists 

Just under 2000 households are on both Housing Connections and CASH lists. 

Our comparison of the Housing Connections, CASH and ACCESS1 waiting lists as of 
November 30, 2013 (see Figure 3, next page) show that: 

 1990 households were on both the CASH and Housing Connections list, 
representing 27.8% of CASH’s total waiting list. By way of comparison, 1.5% 
of CASH’s list overlaps with ACCESS1’s list.  

 81 people are on both the Housing Connections and ACCESS1 lists: i.e. 
waiting for mental health supports and rent-geared to income housing.  

 the proportion of Housing Connections’ households on either the CASH list 
(2.6%) or the ACCESS1 list (.1% ) is very small – a reflection of the disparity 
in the scale of each access system.  

Another 1000 people have been on both Housing Connections and CASH lists at 
some point. 

When Housing Connections gave us their waiting list, they included all contacts 
since the system was established in 1997 -- a total of 357,779 households.  

When these records were compared with the CASH and ACCESS1 lists, (Figure 3) we 
found that 2,890 households – 40.2% of CASH’s current waiting list -- is or has been 
on the Housing Connections list. 120 households, or 29.1% of ACCESS1’s list is or 
has been on the Housing Connections list. Based on the breakdown of the entire 
357,779 households (Figure 4), we believe the vast majority of these were housed.  

  
Figure 4: Summary: All Housing Connections contacts 
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Figure 3: Overlap between waiting lists 
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Where do applicants live now? 

One goal of our research was to learn how homeless people were using the three 
access systems available to them.  

We also wanted to learn how many people already living in subsidized housing are 
on one or more waiting lists. Many stakeholders have wondered whether tenants in 
social housing – and particularly in Toronto Community Housing – would benefit 
from the additional supports offered in supportive housing or through ACCESS1. 
Conversely, the Toronto Central LHIN has asked whether there are people living in 
supportive housing who continue to need rent subsidies, but not the support 
available in supportive housing.  

To gather this information, we counted the numbers of households on each list who 
reported being either homeless (no fixed address) or living in a shelter. We also 
counted applicants’ answers to questions posed by CASH and ACCESS1 about their 
current home. (This information was not available from the Housing Connections 
list.)  

Here is what we found: 

Housing Connections has the largest number of homeless applicants. 

Drawing on the data in Figure 5, we learned that: 

 4,475 homeless households were on the Housing Connections list 

 1,666 homeless households were on the CASH list 

 36 homeless households were on the ACCESS1 list. 

To give some context, the City of Toronto 2013 Street Needs Assessment reported 
5,253 on the street, in shelters, or in treatment or correctional facilities. Of these, 
58% reported applying to Housing Connections and 19% reported applying to CASH 
– proportions that corresponded to the actual composition of the lists. 

The Street Needs Assessment also asked respondents what services would help 
them find housing. 32% indicated mental health supports would help, although only 
2% said this service was most important (compared with 29% who said more 
money from OW or ODSP was most important). 6 

 

                                                        
6 City of Toronto, 2013 Street Needs Assessment Results, 2013.  
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Figure 5: Where clients live now 

The CASH list has the greatest proportion of homeless applicants.  

Housing Connections has 2.7 times more homeless households on its list as CASH. 
But homeless people (defined as in a shelter or no fixed address) form a much larger 
portion of CASH’s list: 

 23.2% of CASH’s list is homeless 

 8.7% of ACCESS1’s list is homeless 

 3.2% of Housing Connection’s list is homeless.  

If we include people in hospital or a correctional facility – information that is 
collected by CASH but not Housing Connections – the number of homeless people on 
CASH’s list could be as high as 2,545 or 35% of the entire CASH list or 46% of 
those who identified their residence. (See Figure 6) 
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Figure 6: CASH: Clients by Residence Type
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 Most homeless people do not apply to more than one waiting list. 

We also wanted to know how many homeless people were on more than one list. 
We found that: 

 537 homeless applicants were on both the Housing Connections and CASH 
lists 

 21 homeless applicants were on both the CASH and ACCESS1 lists 

 14 were on both the Housing Connections and ACCESS1 lists. 

Some subsidized – but few TCHC -- residents are on either the CASH or 
ACCESS1 lists.  

There are 982 people on the CASH list and 92 people on the ACCESS1 list who live in 
some form of subsidized housing. However, only 1.7% of CASH applicants (123 
individuals) and only 20 ACCESS1 applicants said they lived in TCHC, Toronto’s only 
“municipal non-profit housing.” (TCHC’s Mental Health Framework estimates 8900 
adults living in TCHC have a serious and persistent mental illness.) 

Almost three times as many CASH applicants are already living in some form of 
supportive housing: 278 in congregate living or group homes; 59 in supportive 
housing/assisted living and 21 in domiciliary hostels.7 

Applicants ARE using CASH to find more independent living.  

Fully 38.1% of the CASH list are receiving some form of institutional care, or appear 
to be seeking more independent living.  

 13.8% are living in a shelter 

 9.3% reported being in a general, psychiatric or other specialty hospital 

 3.0 % are leaving a correctional or probational facility 

 .9% are living in a long-term care, a retirement home, a domiciliary hostel or 
assisted living 

An additional 11.1% are living in another form of shared accommodation including 
rooming houses, a group homes or congregate supportive housing.  

What are the referral paths to each list? 

As part of our research, we hoped to compare the pathways into Housing 
Connections and CASH through Toronto’s wide network of Housing Help Centres, 
shelters, hospitals and community-based agencies.  

                                                        
7 “Domiciliary hostel” is not a term typically used to describe housing in Toronto. We do not know if 
these applicants are from outside Toronto, or whether this term is being used to describe some other 
form of assisted housing.  
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We were not able to collect information on the path to Housing Connections. 
Although the application form does give an opportunity to name a referring agency, 
responses were not tabulated in a form we could use.  

We do, however, have detailed information on agencies referring applicants to 
CASH. (See Figures 7 - 11.) Here is what we learned.  

MANY agencies refer clients to CASH. 

CASH’s records list 340 referring organizations that have referred at least one 
applicant to CASH (Figure 7.)8. Most – 182 organizations – referred fewer than 5 
applicants.  

Of these, ten agencies organizations (plus self-referrals) were responsible for over 
half the referrals to CASH. (Figure 8).  

 

Figure 7: Referrals to CASH – Summary 

 

Figure 8: CASH: Ten largest referral organizations 

 

                                                        
8 The 747 self-referrals have been counted as one group. The number of referrals exceeds the current 
number of applicants on the CASH list, suggesting either multiple referring agencies for some clients, 
or a referrals list that includes applicants who are no longer on the list.  
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The majority of referrals came from the health sector. Fewer than 10% come 
from City-funded housing organizations. 

More referrals to CASH came from health funded organizations than any other 
source (see Figure 9). An analysis of organizations that made more than 20 referrals 
(Figure 10) shows that: 

 58.5% of referrals came from health-funded organizations. A breakdown of 
these organizations is in Figure 10. 

 9.7% come from housing or multi-service organizations that operate 
shelters, housing or Housing Help centres funded principally through the City 
of Toronto.  

 7.7% come from justice organizations, particularly the Elizabeth Fry Society 
with 569 referrals 

 16.6% could be classified as “other.” They include self-referrals (747), 
unknown (338), referrals from the City of Toronto (114), Veterans Affairs 
Canada (20) and referrals from multi-service organizations that do not have 
a primary housing focus (St. Stephen’s, Sistering, PARC, St. Christopher’s 
House, Pape Adolescent Resources Centre).  

 
Figure 9: CASH: Referrals by funder  
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Figure 10: CASH: Health sector referrals by function 
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Housing Help Centres and shelters only rarely referred clients to CASH.  

Fewer than 10% of referrals come from the housing sector. Of these: 

 the majority (59% or 5.7% of total CASH referrals) come from multi-service 
agencies. At least two of these agencies have a strong housing help function. 
However, we are not able to determine which part of the agency made the 
referral. 

 27.3% (or 2.6% of total CASH referrals) came from shelters 

 5.2% (or .5% of total CASH referrals) came from housing help centres 

 4.6% (or .4% of total CASH referrals) came from Streets to Homes.  

A complete breakdown of housing sector agencies making more than 20 referrals to 
the CASH list is in Figure 11.  

 

Figure 11: CASH: Housing sector referrals by function
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What happens after applicants join the list?  

Which list gets applicants into housing fastest? Which list best matches applicants to 
the right housing? This is the sort of information applicants and their advocates 
most want to know.  

Housing Connections and CASH do not collect enough comparable data to answer 
these questions.  However, each access system gathered information that could 
inform further investigation.  

According to CASH: 

 the average wait for housing is 588 days. Actual wait times vary from under 
two months for shared accommodation to between 3 – 7 years for an 
independent unit 

 when a unit is offered, 42.9% of applicants at the top of the list turn it down  

 once CASH has made a match between an applicant and a vacant unit, 
housing providers decline 11.9% of the applicants.  

Housing Connections does not collect information on unit refusals. It does, however, 
collect detailed information on who is housed, and average wait times for different 
types of units: 

 
Figure 12: Housing Connections: Who gets housed (2012) 

 

Figure 13: Housing Connections: How long do applicants wait?  
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What are the characteristics of the people on each list? 

Before the team began to collect data from Housing Connections, CASH and 
ACCESS1, the Collaborative suggested a number of research questions to learn more 
about applicants: their age, gender and households size. These results are described 
below.  

This project was also seen as an opportunity to use information collected by CASH 
to learn more about the support needs of Housing Connections applicants on both 
lists. However, given the small overlap between the two lists, and our own questions 
about the quality of the data collected, we have decided not to include the results in 
this report.  

Household size 

Housing Connections and CASH do not collect directly comparable household size 
information. However, the data we were able to collect gives a good indication of the 
housing requirements on each list.  

Based on our analysis of Figures 14 and 15, we see:  

 There are only 23 households waiting for a room on Housing Connections. 
CASH’s experience of unit turndowns of shared units, combined with a large 
number of people in shared accommodation – including subsidized 
supportive housing – wanting to move, suggests an over-supply of rooms in 
the entire system. We understand that 40% of the supportive housing stock 
is in some form of shared accommodation, and in some cases shared rooms. 

 The highest demand in the combined system is for one bedroom units: on 
Housing Connections list, the demand for one-bedroom units is 20 times the 
demand for bachelor units.  

 Over 25,000 households on the Housing Connections list are eligible for 2+ 
bedrooms, and almost 2500 families are eligible for 4+ bedrooms.  Only 16 
households on the CASH list are clearly eligible for a unit larger than one 
bedroom.   

 
Figure 14: Housing Connections: Waiting list demand by unit type 
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Figure 15: CASH: Waiting list by household size 

Age  

As one might expect in a waiting list catering primarily to family and seniors 
housing, the people on the Housing Connections list reflect a wide range of ages, 
including 31.5% under age 25 and 18.8% over 65.  

CASH and ACCESS1 predominantly serve people aged 25 – 54, with ACCESS1 serving 
a somewhat higher proportion of older adults, aged 55 – 64. Both lists serve 
comparatively few seniors.  

  
Figure 16: Age distribution of individual lists 

 
Figure 17: Age distribution of overlapping lists 
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Gender 

The majority of applicants (55.3%) on the Housing Connections waiting list are 
women, possibly a reflection of the number of women-led families in poverty or the 
number of seniors who are women. Women also comprise a slight majority (51.7%) 
of the ACCESS1 list.  

The CASH list, on the other hand, is comprised of a majority of men (55.9%) 
compared to women (38.6%). Substantially more men than women on the CASH list 
have applied to the ACCESS1 or Housing Connections list.  

 

Figure 18: Gender distribution of individual lists 

 

Figure 19: Gender distribution of overlapping lists 
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Support/referral arrangements 

Support/referral arrangements were not a major focus of this project. However, 
they are part of the access system – a part that affects the people both Housing 
Connections and CASH serve, and a part that is of particular importance to homeless 
or vulnerable people. They were also the topic that generated most discussion at our 
March 10th stakeholder meeting.  

To learn more about support/referral arrangements, we interviewed key 
informants from four organizations representing a variety of funders and 
support/referral alternatives.  

- Fred Victor is a multi-service agency focused on homeless and very low-
income people in Toronto’s downtown eastside. It is funded principally 
through the City of Toronto, and other government and private sources.  

Fred Victor is an alternative housing landlord. It also operates a housing 
access and support service for clients living in other social or private 
housing, a drop-in, and two shelters, along with community and economic 
development programs.  

- Fife House is a multi-service agency focused on housing and supporting 
people with HIV/AIDS throughout the GTA. It is funded through a mix of 
health and housing programs.    

Fife House owns its own supportive housing, manages and fills another 
building through its own waiting list and provides referrals and supports to 
clients in TCHC and private buildings.   

- Mainstay Housing is supportive housing funded principally by the Ministry 
of Health and Long-Term Care and the Toronto-Central LHIN.  

Mainstay is a social landlord with agreements with 23 support agencies. It 
also partners with Streets to Homes to provide housing and supports, and 
supports its own clients in privately owned buildings.  

- Toronto Christian Resource Centre is a non-profit organization providing 
permanent housing, a drop-in, food centre and other services funded 
principally by the City of Toronto with significant private funding. 

Units at TCRC’s 40 Oaks building are filled and supported through five 
support/referral agreements and three head leases.  

Four types of support/referral arrangements 

Each of the key informants described multiple variations on the theme of 
support/referral arrangements. However, four key approaches emerged. 

1) Internal referrals, where an agency refers candidates identified through 
its own drop-in or outreach program to housing owned by the agency.   
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For example, Fred Victor owns 76 units of long-term rental housing in 
downtown Toronto. It fills approximately 1/3 of its vacancies with 
participants in its drop-in program, 1/3 from referrals from its housing 
access program, and 1/3 through its own external waiting list.  

In another example, Fife House fills its Dennison and Sherbourne 
buildings from a pool of people identified through their outreach 
programs. Vacancies are filled on the basis of clients’ needs and their 
match with the supports available in each building.  Residents in its 
transitional housing often move into other Fife House buildings.  

2) “Preferred access” with private landlords, where an agency’s informal 
relationships with private landlords enables them to house their clients – 
with or without subsidies -- in privately-owned units.  
 
For example, in 2013 Fred Victor’s Housing Access and Support Services 
housed 282 people in TCHC or privately owned units. Workers develop 
relationships with landlords to find homes for their clients. They typically 
provide tenancy supports for up to one year, or until they believe a tenant 
is able to live independently. After that, they intervene if there is a 
problem – their success depends on the landlord’s satisfaction as well as 
the tenant’s – but would generally refer tenants to other long-term 
supports.  

3) Support/referral agreements with subsidized housing, where a 
support agency will provide the resources to enable a social or supportive 
landlord to house people they might not otherwise be able to successfully 
house.  

For example, every unit in Mainstay Housing is filled through a partner 
agency referral. These partner agencies have written agreements with 
Mainstay outlining the nature and level of support they will provide.  

4) Head leases, where the agency functions as a tenant. For example, the 
Toronto Christian Resource Centre has head leases with three agencies at 
its 40 Oaks site. TCRC plays no role in selecting tenants for the 18 units 
under these leases. The support agency is responsible for vacancy loss, 
collecting rents and minor repairs. 

Benefits 

Although support/referral arrangements vary in detail, the benefits cited by both 
landlords and support agencies were similar.   

 Housing people with the greatest needs. Support/referral arrangements 
enable both social and supportive housing to successfully house people with 
greater needs than they are funded to serve.  

 Creating the potential for continuous and integrated support from first 
contact with the support agency through tenancy. This support may be 
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provided through an agency’s own outreach program, or through drop-ins, 
counseling, or other programs offered by the agency. Clients receive support 
while they are waiting for housing, and can have a support plan in place at 
move-in. 

 Creating a healthy tenant mix. Support/referral arrangements also allow 
housing providers to expand their reach, or to create a healthier mix within a 
building. When Mainstay recognized Toronto’s ethnic diversity was not 
represented in its buildings, it chose support partners able to reach out to 
under-served communities. Fife House sought greater control over access to 
bring a gender balance to an all-male building.  

 Reducing vacancy loss. Some landlords have found a support/referral 
arrangement enabled them to fill units more quickly than they could through 
the formal waiting list. In some support/referral arrangements the agency 
assumes responsibility for vacancy loss.  

 The ability to target resources to an immediate need. For example, a 
hospital partnership can fast-track specific populations, rather than 
requiring them to wait on a chronological list, or distorting that list by 
creating a special priority.  

Issues raised by support/referral arrangements  

 “Our people” . . . and everyone else. Both funders and agencies are 
attracted to support/referral arrangements that allow them to serve “their 
people” – the clients they know, fund, or are mandated to serve. But what 
about everyone else – the people who are not affiliated with an organization, 
but share similar needs? 

Typically the conflict between “our people” and “just plain people” is played 
out in debates about priority access: whether certain groups that the funder 
particularly cares about, or who have strong advocates behind them, should 
bump others on the list. This is an important question in any access review. 

However, it is also apparent that some high-need individuals and their 
landlords benefit from a lasting relationship with a support agency. The 
question may not be solely, “Why should some people get special 
privileges?,” but also “How can we extend the privileges of support/referral 
arrangements to more people?” 

 Transparency and public accountability. Support/referral arrangements 
are a “black box.” To our knowledge there is no count of the number of 
people housed through support/referral arrangements, or even the number 
of agencies or landlords involved. We do not know how the needs of those 
being served compared with those who are not. Nor do we know whether 
these arrangements lead to better outcomes than other approaches.  

As a first step, it might be helpful to define support/referral arrangements. 
We have used the term loosely in this report. But it would be worth 
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considering whether we should include programs such as At Home/Chez Soi, 
Streets to Homes Follow-Up Program, hospital partnerships, and other 
initiatives.  

 Quality supports. Support/referral arrangements are promoted as a way to 
help vulnerable people fulfill their lease obligations and stay housed. An 
assessment of the effectiveness of the supports was beyond the scope of this 
project, but would be useful in determining whether the benefits warranted a 
special place within the access system.  

 The relationship to Housing Connections or CASH. Prospective clients 
may “pass through” a co-ordinated access system if their funder requires 
them to do so. But the patchwork of funding programs means that different 
tenants in the same building – all receiving subsidies and support -- might 
access it in quite different ways.   

Should all support/referral arrangements “pass through” a centralized 
system? If so, what would be the benefits to the landlord, agency or client?  If 
not, is there a simpler way to enhance the transparency and accountability of 
the entire system?  
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Ideas from other jurisdictions 

To expand our ideas about what might be possible, we turned to a sample of other 
jurisdictions to learn how they managed access to social and supportive housing.  

In Fall, 2013, we conducted phone interviews with organizations deemed to have 
the best overview of access in five jurisdictions: Ottawa and Peel (with the second 
and third largest concentrations of social housing in Ontario, and the same 
regulatory framework as Toronto); British Columbia (where housing is accessed 
through a province-wide system; Calgary and Winnipeg. Figure x provides a 
snapshot of each system. We also interviewed two key informants to gain an 
overview of the US and UK approach to access.  

Our object was not to provide a comprehensive overview of access systems across 
Canada. We recognize that each jurisdiction has different histories and different 
needs. Ideas cannot simply transplanted from one place to another.  

Instead, we identified a number of approaches – things that are different from the 
way we do things in Toronto – to stimulate fresh thinking about Toronto’s access 
systems.   

Here is a detailed description of two approaches to system-wide collaboration, along 
with a number of specific innovations that could be adapted to the systems we have 
now.  

Approach #1: One access system for all  (Ottawa) 

The idea:  
A single municipally-funded system provides access to both social and supportive 
housing.  

How it works: 
The Social Housing Registry of Ottawa, like Housing Connections, is the City’s co-
ordinated access system. Participation in the Registry is mandatory for city-funded 
housing. However, the registry has welcomed participation from anyone housing 
low-income people, regardless of funder.   

Today, the Registry fills units in supportive housing for mental health or addictions, 
HIV/AIDS and youth, and has recently been approached by a provider housing 
people with developmental disabilities. The Registry also manages access to new 
Affordable Housing Program units and fills units with block leases or 
support/referral agreements in Ottawa Community Housing and Centretown 
Citizens Ottawa Corporation – the city’s two largest social housing providers.  

Supportive housing participation in the Registry is voluntary. Providers who wish to 
join approach the Registry. The Registry’s Community Liaison Worker will help the 
provider obtain the applicant consents needed to transfer their files, and prepare its 
waiting list for transfer. Providers may also develop a supplementary questionnaire 
to accompany the Registry’s standard application form to collect any additional 
information required by their funder. 
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Summary: Access Systems in Five Canadian Jurisdictions 

 

Figure 20: Summary: Access Systems in Five Canadian Jurisdictions
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Today, 1250 supportive housing applicants are on the Registry list. The Registry’s 
Board includes representatives from social housing, supportive housing and 
community agencies.  

The benefits: 

 Better service for applicants and their families. People who did not know 
supportive housing existed are now receiving the supports they need.  

 Better access for homeless people, who are now a priority for both social and 
supportive housing 

 Reduced duplication. Among supportive housing providers who have joined 
the registry, 65% - 80% of applicants were already on the Registry list 

 Reduced staff time. All supportive housing providers joining the list have 
reported reduced administration. Housing help agencies no longer have to 
update client information on multiple lists  

 Supportive housing now reaches a wider and more diverse pool of potential 
residents. 

What makes it work: 

 A long history of collaboration. Ottawa was founded in 1996, before co-
ordinated access was a provincial requirement. Registry founders included 
supportive housing providers.  

 Early discussions between the Registry and the 16-member Supportive 
Housing Network.  

 Supportive housing providers already had a common application form. 
Supplementary questionnaires ensure supportive housing providers can 
maintain their distinctive mandates. 

 Support for the transferring waiting lists. The Registry’s Community Liaison 
Worker helps supportive housing providers obtain applicant consents, clean 
up their waiting lists and prepare them for transfer. 

 Canadian Mental Health Association training for Registry staff to ensure they 
are sensitive to the needs of vulnerable applicants 

 Additional funds from the City. The Registry submitted a business plan to 
manage supportive housing waiting lists. The City provided start-up funding, 
and now provides the Registry an additional $20,000/year. However, last 
year the Registry had an operating deficit, due primarily to the additional 
costs of processing supportive housing applications.  
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Approach #2: Province-wide shared services (BC) 

The idea: BC Housing manages a province-wide access system for social housing, 
rent supplements and supportive housing. 

How it works: 

BC Housing manages access for the province’s public, social and supportive housing. 
Participation in the system is compulsory for the 7200 public housing units it owns, 
the 27,980 rent supplement units it subsidizes, and the province’s 19,150 
supportive housing units, and all new provincially-subsidized housing.  Participation 
is optional for existing non-profit and co-op providers.   

BC Housing also manages a separate system for women’s transitional housing and 
seniors’ supportive housing. There are also supportive housing units outside the 
system, such as addiction recovery housing, managed by local health authorities.  

There are separate lists for social and supportive housing. Each has its own 
application form: an 11-page form for social housing, and a simplified 2-page form 
for supportive housing designed to reduce any barriers for vulnerable applicants.  

Benefits 

The system’s chief benefit is the efficient use of resources to create a province-wide 
system. 

 Both lists are managed by BC Housing’ housing registry staff (50 staff 
province-wide) in regional offices.  

 Both lists share a database. The system flags duplicate applications and 
produces similar monthly reports.  

 Both share the same online portal.  

BC Housing has a Health Department staffed by psychiatric nurses and social 
workers. These professionals support tenants in BC Housing’s own buildings and 
help assess applicants to supportive housing.  

What makes it work? 

 BC Housing funds a significant portion of the province’s supportive housing 
units 

 Applicants to both social and supportive housing are screened for behaviors, 
not diagnosis. Anyone who needs help to maintain a successful tenancy is 
eligible for support.  

Challenges 

 Applicant assessments for support needs are time-consuming, and regional 
offices are not always adequately staffed to meet the needs. Some applicants 
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transfer among several supportive housing providers before finding the right 
match. 

 The system is not comprehensive. Some supportive housing units are filled 
by local health authorities, and some directly through shelters.  

 Applicants need more opportunities to specify where they want to live. The 
current system allows applicants to choose the region they want to live in, 
but not the town or neighbourhood.  

Other ideas 

Prioritize “graduates” of supportive housing (Ottawa) 

In 2008, the City of Ottawa created a new local priority for “graduates” of supportive 
housing.  This priority is one of six local priorities that include homelessness; an 
urgent medical or safety issue; displaced rent-geared-to-income tenants (e.g. 
through a fire); and market tenants in social housing who have lost their incomes. 
Providers must fill 2/10 vacancies with a priority household.  

Applicants are identified when supportive housing tenants meet with their support 
worker and agree it is time to move on. If the tenant already has an application on 
file, the support worker and tenant jointly sign a letter requesting priority status. 
(The original application date remains.) If not, the tenant can make a new 
application for housing. If a person’s illness returns, the application can be put on 
hold and then reactivated with the original application date.  

Use “bands of need” to prioritize applicants (BC) 

In 2008, BC Housing hired a consultant to find alternatives to the point rating 
system they had been using to prioritize households on their waiting list. The 
system they put into place in 2011/12 was an adaptation of models used in the UK 
and Australia.  

Every social housing applicant is grouped into one of five bands: 

 A: Homeless: on the street, in a shelter or in hospital 

 B: At risk of homelessness: transitioning from supportive housing or 2nd 
stage housing for victims of violence. 

 C: Moderate need: households in economic need 

 D: Overcrowded 

 E: Applicants to market housing. 

Applicants to Bands A or B must submit a supplemental application validated by a 
third party. Applicants to Bands C, D and E can simply self-declare their needs. 

BC Housing’s goal is to fill 30% of its units from Bands A and B. Of these, Band B – 
mostly supportive housing “graduates” -- has become an essential part of the 
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system, freeing up units for applicants in Band A. Most working low-income families 
are housed through rent supplements.  

Fill vacancies through agency roundtables (Calgary) 

Calgary has about 10,000 units, primarily rent supplements, filled through the 
Calgary Housing Company, along with a variety of non-profit, co-op and supportive 
housing providers who fill units through their own lists. However, much of the City’s 
supportive housing is funded through the Calgary Homeless Foundation. 

The Foundation has recently adopted a new, hands-on access system for the 52 
agencies it funds. Applicants may visit a central office or one of 7 – 8 other agencies. 
There they will be interviewed by staff, who will complete an application and enter 
the information into the Foundation’s HMIS database. A system for phone or online 
access is also planned. 

Each application is then rated on an acuity scale (see below), and then forwarded to 
one of four committees: High Acuity, Medium Acuity, Families and Youth. These 
committees of agency representatives meet weekly to review the applications, 
prioritize them, and refer them to the appropriate program. The receiving agency is 
then notified and contacts the applicant. If there is no space available, the applicant 
is added to the agency’s own waiting list.  

In this system’s first months of operation, each committee has considered about 20 
applications per week to fill an average of 9 spaces.  

The Foundation reports this system has: 

 Ensured clients are referred to the right program. Most agencies accept the 
applicants referred to them, and applicants do not spend months or years 
waiting for the wrong program 

 Brought housing providers, support agencies and shelters to the same table 

 Provided seamless referrals. Applicants are able to connect directly with 
agencies while they wait for housing 

 Helped balance to the system, filling programs that have vacancies and 
reducing “creaming” 

 Added a “level of thoughtfulness” to access. Agencies can share information 
to find the right match for clients, and prioritization does not depend solely 
on a numerical score.  

 

In situ subsidies (Peel Region) 

Peel Access to Housing (PATH) found there was little movement on their co-
ordinated access waiting list. Approximately 13,000 households were waiting for 
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15,000 social housing units with almost zero turnover. The result was an average 
8.45 years’ wait for social housing – the highest in Ontario.9 

In response, the Region has devoted the entire $17.1M/year saved through the 
cancellation of GTA pooling to fund rent supplements in privately-owned buildings. 
In two pilot projects, PATH has invited households nearing the top of the waiting list 
to act on their own behalf.  

Applicants who would prefer to receive a rent subsidy in their current apartment 
are invited to approach their landlord. If the landlord is willing, the Region will enter 
into a three-way rent supplement agreement with the landlord and tenant.  

Similarly, households near the top of the waiting list can seek out another private 
landlord willing to rent to them. The applicant refers a willing landlord to PATH to 
arrange a three-way rent supplement agreement.  

This approach has proved popular among applicants, and has increased movement 
on the waiting list at a time when vacancies are rare. However, not all landlords 
approached by tenants are willing to participate, and not all applicants are equipped 
to search for housing in a large region with weak transit. 

Use an acuity scale to assess applicants (Calgary)  

The Calgary Homeless Foundation currently employs an acuity scale adopted by the 
Province of Alberta and seven Alberta municipalities with “10 Year Plans to End 
Homelessness.” However, it has also been working with stakeholders to develop a 
new common Calgary Acuity Scale.  

This scale, based on the Denver Acuity Scale, is designed to determine the level of 
support needed to support a successful tenancy. (It is different from vulnerability 
measures, such as those that assess the mortality risks for homeless people. A 
person could have a life-threatening illness and yet need little support.)  

The Foundation hopes to use this scale to match applicants to the right program, 
and to determine the level and nature of support needed. It can also be used as a 
system management tool to balance case loads and ensure agencies with high acuity 
caseloads have the resources to properly support their clients. The information will 
also be used to track progress and readiness to “graduate” from programs.  

For more details, including acuity scale toolkits: calgaryhomeless.com/agencies/ 

Create a “Super Locator” to access private rental units (Calgary) 

In Calgary, most of the available units are in the private sector. Agencies compete for 
scarce affordable units for their own clients, and as a result, landlords have felt 
harassed and confused.  

In an effort to co-ordinate these efforts, the Calgary Homeless Foundation entered 
into a Memorandum of Understanding with the Calgary Retail Rental Association to 
address homelessness. Agencies now use a standard form for applicants seeking 

                                                        
9 Ontario Non-Profit Housing Association, Waiting Lists Survey 2013, October, 2013, p. 29.  
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private rental housing, and submit this form to landlords. (Each agency continues to 
enter into its own support/referral arrangement directly with the landlord.  

The Foundation is now considering hiring a “Super Locator” to co-ordinate the 
system and reduce competition and the duplication of effort among agencies.  

Lessons learned from the US and UK 

In both the US and UK, housing involves multiple funders and government 
departments at the federal level and municipal level (and state level in the US). 
Access was typically managed at the municipal level.  

Although our overview was too brief to do justice to each system, we did learn that, 
as in Canada, there was little integration between social and supportive 
housing access systems.  

In the US, individual initiatives would each have its own eligibility requirements and 
access system. In the UK each municipality seemed to have two distinct systems: 
one transparent and well-integrated system for affordable housing, and a separate 
and less-transparent system for supportive housing.  

For example, the City of Manchester offers an outstanding example of an integrated 
housing portal. Their Manchester Move site includes a choice-based bidding site for 
council and housing association vacancies in Manchester; listings for private rentals; 
information on low cost home ownership; a link to a unit-swap site for existing 
social housing tenants; a listing of social and private rental vacancies in the ten 
other districts in Greater Manchester; and links to legal advice and grants to help 
people stay in their current home.  

The City of Manchester also funds supportive housing.  It has its own portal on the 
Manchester City Council website. (There are no links to it on the Manchester Move 
site.) However, each of the many agencies on the site appears to have its own 
eligibility and access system, often requiring a referral from a social welfare or 
housing office.  We understand that in other municipalities there may be no public 
access system for supportive housing at all. Instead, social workers would simply 
refer their own clients to the supportive housing that best matched their needs.  

Manchester Move: http://manchestermove.co.uk 

Manchester Supporting People Service: 
http://b3.manchester.gov.uk/speople/directory/index.asp 
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Questions for further exploration 

During our work on this project we saw first-hand the value of a common 
understanding of Toronto’s multiple paths to housing – an essential pre-condition to 
any efforts to improve it.  

We hope the Shelter, Support and Housing Administration Division will work with 
the Toronto Central LHIN to build on the work we have done. As a first step, we 
recommend that this report be widely circulated among all stakeholders in the 
access systems we have.  

We also look forward to further discussions among stakeholders to answer some of 
the questions our findings have already raised for the research team and other 
stakeholders who have reviewed the report: 

1. What can each system learn from each other?  

Housing Connections and CASH struggle with similar issues: waiting lists as long or 
longer than the entire portfolio at their disposal; dilemmas about prioritizing some 
applicants over others; finding the best way for applicants to find the right home 
and the supports to keep that home; preventing vacancy loss and creating successful 
communities. Both systems are responding to a rapidly changing environment. 

What can each system learn from each other’s past experiences? 

And what is the forum that would facilitate an ongoing exchange of 
knowledge and experience?  

2. How can the City and the health-funded access systems clarify the path from 
homelessness to the right home with the right supports?  

Homeless people are part of the “1% and 5%” for both the housing and health 
sectors.   

How can we work together to create a streamlined path to home?  

And how can we draw on the resources the City has already developed, from 
its Housing Help network to the Streets to Homes Assessment and Referral 
Centre, to create a more integrated access system?  

3. Is there a foundation for collaboration between Housing Connections and 
CASH?  

If so, what form might it take? What are the opportunities to work together 
on shared concerns? 

4. What role could and should support/referral arrangements play in the 
access system?  

How do we extend the benefits of support/referral arrangements to people 
who are not connected to agencies? 
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How can support/referral arrangements be more transparent and 
accountable to the public?  

5. Is there anything we can learn from the other jurisdictions described in this 
report?  


